MASTER OF ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

awarded by and organised jointly with the University of Vienna

The MAIS programme is aimed at university and college graduates of all disciplines and all nationalities who wish to attain profound knowledge of international relations through a multidisciplinary master’s programme.

- Two years, full-time
- International law, economics and history
- Global and European affairs
- Study trips and language training
- Research skills and methods

‘In our globalising world, politics, policy and polity increasingly transcend the nation state, giving rise to complex regional and global political dynamics. Uncovering our chances of channelling these dynamics into legitimate and just arrangements of 21st century governance is one of the great challenges of our times.’

Markus Kornprobst
Professor of International Relations and Academic Director of the MAIS programme, Vienna School of International Studies

‘The MAIS programme’s multidisciplinarity definitely helped me analyse all the different fields I need together, allowing me to recognize the specific needs and risks that refugees and migrants face. This, in turn, enabled me to contribute ideas to the team at HIAS on how best to design relevant projects that needed to be implemented.’

Maria Jose Alvear Larenas
MAIS 2015-2017